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Name:  ________________________________________ 
SIGN IMMEDIATELY, PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 

ECE RTOS Exam No. 2 (50pts.) – 15% of the final grade 

General Remarks 
This exam is closed books, open limited notes. Up to ¼-inch-thick office-clip-bonded paper-based notes are allowed.  Notes must be signed and must 
not be exchanged during the exam and may be collected with the exam. No computer, pads or cell phones.  Calculators approved for standardized tests 
are allowed.  Clearly indicate questions that you continue answering on the back.  Provide concise answer and to the point for maximum credit.  
Answers that are too long take too much time and may indicate that the author is unable to rank the importance of facts. 

DL: __ ERR: __ PTS: __ MPTS: __ MGR: __ 
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points, MPTS – total midterm points, MGR – total midterm grade. 

Question 1 (15pts.) 
The following statements relate to C99. Please state whether each of the following statements is true or false: 

static char VAR declared outside a {} block in a loop in a function is a 

global variable that is accessible in the entire file  false  /  true 

 

static char VAR declared inside a {} block in a loop in a function is a 

global variable that is accessible in the entire file  false  /  true 

 

The only way to communicate with a void FN(void) function  

such as an interrupt handler is to use other functions false  /  true 

 

In C one can exit a function at any time  

by using a return statement, multiple returns are allowed  false  /  true 

 

A static variable is initialized only once per program run false  /  true 

 

Use of “#define NAME 1234L” does not create a variable  false  /  true 

 

Construct #define can be placed either in .H or .C file   false  /  true 

 

Function prototype can be placed either in .H or .C file   false  /  true 

 

Function implementation can be placed only in .H file   false  /  true 

 

Function implementation can be placed only in .C file   false  /  true 

Question 2 (10pts.) 
In 8051 C compilers: please circle all pointer declarations that result in declaring universal pointers: 

__data char * p1     char * __data p2     char * p3      __data char * __data p4 

__data void * p1     void * __data p2     void * p3      __data void * __data p4 

Provide a symbol used to dereference a pointer P: _____ P 

Provide a symbol used to get a memory location/address of a variable V: _____ V  
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Question 3 (10pts.) 
The following statements relate to Keil/SDCC implementation of C language for 8051 microcontroller family.  

A function declaration for an interrupt handler may  

but does not have to include the __interrupt keyword false  /  true 

 

In the default compiler mode, all functions are reentrant false  /  true 

 

In the default compiler mode, all default local variables  

are simulated using global variables false  /  true 

 

The compiler places variables declared as const in ROM false  /  true 

 

The compiler places variables declared as __code in ROM false  /  true 

 

Question 4 (15pts.) 
What did you do while doing the recent homework assignments? Circle the right answer(s).  

In the change clock speed homework assignment: 

did your program use UART?  no   /   yes 

 

In the program that stored/retrieved information from flash memory: 

did your program use UART?  no   /   yes 

 

In the change clock speed homework assignment: 

did your program use any interrupts?  no   /   yes 

 

In the program that stored/retrieved information from flash memory: 

did your program use any interrupts?  no   /   yes 

 

In the change clock speed homework assignment:  

did your program use any push buttons? (how many?) no   1   2   3 

 

In the program that stored/retrieved information from flash memory: 

did your program use any push buttons? (how many?) no   1   2   3 

 

In the change clock speed homework assignment:  

did your program use any LEDs? (how many?) no   1   2   3 

 

In the program that stored/retrieved information from flash memory: 

did your program use any LEDs? (how many?) no   1   2   3 

 

In the change clock speed homework assignment:  

which timers were utilized? (mark all that apply) none   0  1  2  3  4 

 

In the program that stored/retrieved information from flash memory: 

which timers were utilized? (mark all that apply) none   0  1  2  3  4 


